Technical leaflet:

Naturally oiled floors

Ingredients
Parador natural oil is a "high solid product" based on natural plants: sunflower-, soy- and safflower oils.

Properties
Open-pored surface treatment based on natural plant raw materials. During the factory treatment the oil
penetrates the wood and the wood surface retains its natural, resistant texture. After hardening, the surface
is open and breathable. The wood therefore provides a balanced moisture content and a healthy indoor
climate. Humidifiers are necessary, however, if the indoor climate tends to be too dry.
(approx. 35-60 % rel. humidity = pleasant indoor climate)

Resistance
The naturally oiled surface is tested in accordance with EN 13442 (determining the chemical resistance of
wood floors) and classified in Group 4 (minimal changes). The hardened surface is tested in accordance with
DIN 53160 Part 1 and 2 (resistant to saliva and perspiration) and is suitable for children's toys in accordance
with EN 71 Part 3 (migration of certain elements). You can find further information about the usage
properties of the Parador floor on the technical datasheet for the product in question.

Environmental information
Parador natural oil does not contain any preservatives or any biocidal active ingredients and is not subject to
labelling according to the Ordinance on Hazardous Substances.

General information
Clean the floor after laying and at future intervals with a vacuum cleaner (attached brushes) and/or broom).
Please find instructions about how to wipe the floor regularly on the information provided by the respective
manufacturer of the care product. Steam cleaners, scouring powder, scouring milk or other abrasive cleaning
products must not be used. Use entrance mats and fit soft felt pads to furniture and chairs. Only use office
chairs with soft castors and lay standard protective mats in the castor area.

Initial care treatment / Maintenance / Repair
To retain the floor's value over the long term and depending on its demands/strain, an initial care treatment
is recommended and regular maintenance is necessary.
"In heavier/strong stressed areas and/or products: colorized, with modified structure surfaces as well as
rustic finishes, we recommend after the instaling the maintning of the flooring with "Saicos Ecoline
Profipflegeöl". This is a professional oil for maintanance and care and it should be applied by a pro parquet
floor installer (see Parador price list)."
In addition to the recommended products of the company Saicos, which can be found in the price list,
various oil-, oil/wax- or wax-systems are available on the market. You should decide for a system.
The Parador naturally oiled surface can be treated with all standard cleaning and care products for air-drying
or oxidative-drying naturally oiled surfaces.

! Please take note of your chosen supplier's respective instructions and labelling !
Below are more suppliers of cleaning and care products:
-

WOCA
Eukula
OSMO
LOBA
Naturhaus
PNZ

www.wocashop.de
www.eukula.de (Dr. Schutz)
www.osmo.de
www.loba.de
www.naturhaus.net
www.pnz.de
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